Yayvo to Launch the Latest Summer Collections of 2017
Great news for all the fashionable ladies, fashion enthusiasts and trend shoppers! As the spring
season dawns upon us, it’s time for you all to lock in your winter wear and reshuffle your
wardrobes with the latest in fashion.
This spring, Yayvo.com by TCS, Pakistan’s leading online portal is all set to launch the latest
lawn collection 2017, promising the fastest delivery to all shoppers. Bringing your favorite
brands online, now you can shop from the comfort of your home, with Yayvo promising a free
120 minutes TCS Hazir delivery on selected products. Brands like Gul Ahmed and Al Karam will
be exclusively revealing their new collections for pre-order on Yayvo.com. Yayvo will be offering
FREE 120 minutes TCS Hazir delivery on brands like Sana Safinaz and Sapphire in Karachi, Lahore
and Islamabad. This is a premium, 24/7 available service, so feel free to shop even at 12 am if
need be!
Now say no to cat fights, traffic jams, and queues. No need to stand hours outside your favorite
brand store to wait for it to open. No need to push through the crowd to get a glimpse of the
new designs. Basically, no need to worry at all! Yayvo is bringing you all the latest collections on
one platform.
So what are you waiting for? Lock your calendars and subscribe at http://yayvo.com/womensfashion.html to stay updated:









Gul Ahmed: Exclusive Pre-Order on 22nd February at 3 pm
Al Karam: Exclusive Pre-Order on 23rd February at 7 pm
Mausummery Lawn: Launch on 25th February
Kapray: Launch in first week of March
Junaid Jamshed: Launch in first week of March
Sapphire: Launch on 3rd March
Sana Safinaz: Launch on 4th March
Origins: Launch on 4th March

About Yayvo:

Yayvo.com by TCS, Pakistan’s leading online portal is a one window shopping solution for all
your needs. With an inventory stocked up with more than 100,000 SKUs, Yayvo covers niches
from apparel to electronic items. One of the most recognizable and preferred e-stores in
Pakistan today; Yayvo.com is transforming the online shopping experience in Pakistan by
bringing together reputed national and global brands to offer customers genuine products in a
fast, convenient and price effective manner.

